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The second type of proceeding that falls under the ban im- (2) Action
posed by the Mozambique rule is an action to recover damages of trcspass
for a trespass to foreign land or for loss caused by such acts as
waste or injurious flooding. This ban has little to commend it
and in some countries it has been repudiated.1 Probably the
sound distinction is that made by Lord Mansfield—between
actions in rem where the judgment cannot be effective unless
the subject-matter lies within the control of the court, and
actions against the person in which only damages are claimed.2
An action for injury to land, whether trespass or case, falls
within the latter class.
An exception to the rule that the English court takes no cog- Admiralty
r	r        •         i        i	i	•        i Court has
nizance of a trespass to foreign land was, however, recognized jurisdiction
by the Court of Appeal in The Tolten^ where an Admiraltyln trespass
action in rem was successfully brought against the owners of .a
ship to recover damages for injury caused by negligent navi-
gation to a pier at Lagos. The court held that the procedural
ban clearly and finally imposed by the Mozambique rule in the
case of an action at common law does not apply to a case where
the High Court exercises its admiralty jurisdiction.
Scott L.J. was at pains to demonstrate that the Mozambique Decision of
rule is incompatible both with the exercise of admiralty juris- ^wL
diction and with the general law of the sea. He rested his de- Tfu
cision upon two main reasons.
First, he said it would be inconsistent to exclude a juris-
diction, which admittedly embraces the high seas below bridges
in. any part of the world, merely because the damage complained
of is a trespass to foreign land.
Secondly, he emphasized how important it is that the
essential nature of the maritime lien, as recognized by the
nations which apply the general law of the sea, should not be
repudiated by English courts. The universal law is that a
person injured by a negligent ship acquires a lien which adheres
to the ship until discharged, and which is available to the
creditor against even a purchaser for value. To subject this
vested right to a restriction, peculiar to the common law of
England would be to create an unwarranted divergence from
1	For example, New York, Minnesota and Arkansas, see 66 Univ. of Pennsyl-
vania Law Review, 301; ibid., vol. 73, p. 19; 6 Vanderbilt Law Review, 786.
2	Mostyn v. Fabrigas (1774), I Cowp. 161, 180-1. This view was later
rejected, Doulson v. Matthews (1792), 4 T.R. 503, where the technical rule that
an action qvare cl&usum fregit was local was rigidly applied.  On the subject
generally see Hancock, Torts in the Conflict of Laws, pp. 95 et seqq.
3	[i946] i All E.R. 79; affirmed, [1946] P. 135.

